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Questions?

Ask anytime!



  

About your speaker

Kernel hacker since 1980
Linux since 1993
Co-founded LWN in 1998
Co-author of Linux Device Drivers
Maintainer: cafe-ccic, ov7670, and via-camera 

      drivers
Author: Documentation/development-process
Kernel Summit program committee member
Linux Foundation Technical Advisory Board member
Worldwide speaker on the kernel
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Kernel programming is unique

Low-level programming environment
(No C library)

Failures are catastrophic
Death of process at the minimum
System failure or security breach often results

Performance is critical
High degree of concurrency
Wide range of target platforms

Supercomputers
Desktops
Telephones

Large, complex code base (>8M lines of code)
Huge, active development community



  

Developers contributing to each 
kernel release

Release Developers
2.6.29 1,170
2.6.30 1,130
2.6.31 1,150
2.6.32 1,230
2.6.33 1,150
2.6.34 1,110



  

2.6.31 through 2.6.35-rc1+
(June 9 2009 to June 4 2010)

Five major kernel releases (+ one in progress)

50,930 distinct changes merged
(141 changes/day, every day)

2.1 million lines added
(5,800 lines per day)

2,731 developers involved



  

About those 2,438 developers

...they work for 324 companies that we have been 
able to identify.



  

Who those developers work for

Nobody 16.9%
Red Hat 11.8%
Intel   8.0%
unknown   7.0%
IBM   5.2%
Novell   4.9%
consultants   2.4%
Renesas Tech   2.2%
Nokia   2.2%
Oracle   1.9%
Fujitsu   1.8%
AMD   1.6%

Texas Instruments 1.4%
Analog Devices 1.4%
academics 1.4%
Atheros Comm. 1.3%
HP 1.1%
Pengutronix 1.1%
Wolfson Micro 1.0%
Broadcom 0.8%
Marvell 0.8%
NTT 0.7%
NetApp 0.7%
MontaVista 0.7%
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In other words

Over 75% of kernel patches come from people 
paid for their work

Linux is not the product of kids working in their 
parents' basements

These companies have solid reasons for 
contributing to the kernel

They have found ways to contribute successfully.



  

One other note

Very few kernel developers do it full time



  

If development projects 
are communities...

...the kernel is a large 
city



  

Getting around in the city is not hard

...once you know how it works.
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Otherwise...

“So, I've had enough.  I'm out of here 
forever.  I want to leave before I get so 
disgruntled that I end up using Windows.  
I may play occasionally with userspace 
code but for me the kernel is a black hole 
that I don't want to enter the event 
horizon of again”

-- Con Kolivas
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So why bother?
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Why?

The kernel is the core of a Linux system
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Why?

It's how you get the kernel to meet your needs

“Well, this is open source... you don't get to 
request new features, you get to implement 
them”

-- James Bottomley
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Why?

External code is expensive



  



  



  

Google's code costs

300,000 lines of code
1200 patches
30 full-time kernel engineers

http://lwn.net/Articles/357658/
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Why?

External code is lower quality code
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Why?

In-tree code can be improved by others



  

Why?

You'll make your users and customers happy



  

Fun
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Why?

That is how our community works



  

Overall principles for kernel 
development

This section is vague and handwavy

It may be the most important part
Almost everything else follows from these ideas.



  

1: Upstream first

Code goes into the mainline first
Before shipping to customers
Before user space depends on it
Before it's too late to change it



  

1: Upstream first

Example: Android wakelocks
User-space API not mergeable
Extensive changes needed in general
“Suspend blockers” may eventually go in

...but what about existing user space?
Merging of drivers held up



  

2: No differentiation

Originally expressed by 
Andrew Morton

See “upstream first”



  

2: No differentiation?

“The RHEL6 kernel includes numerous 
subsystems and enhancements from 2.6.34, 
as well as its predecessor versions.  As a 
result, the RHEL6 kernel cannot be simply 
labeled as any particular upstream version.  
Rather, the RHEL6 kernel is a hybrid of the 
latest several kernel versions.”

-- Red Hat Enterprise Linux Team



  

2: No differentiation

Example: out-of-tree drivers in Ubuntu
Developers are upset
Does not help the kernel progress
Potential copyright issues

...they are moving away from this practice



  

3: Technical quality

Code quality outweighs everything else
Company plans
Users desires
Existing practice
Developer status
Who got there first
...



  

3: Technical quality

Examples
Device Mapper and EVMS
Perf and perfmon2
Schedulers: O(1), Fair sched, CFS
devfs



  

3: Technical quality

How is quality measured?
Cleanness
Generality
Size and performance
Documentation
Developer reputation



  

4: Peer review

No code is so good it can't benefit from another 
set of eyes



  

4: Peer review

Corollaries: 
Trying to merge unreviewed code is a mistake

Ignoring review comments is a good way to keep your 
code out of the kernel.



  

5: Long-term view

We'll still be working on the kernel 5-10 years from 
now



  

5: Long-term view

The maintenance cost of every change will be 
evaluated

Doubly-true for user-space ABI additions



  

5: Long-term view

Corollary: no internal API stability

“In Linux, we've rewritten our USB stack 
three or four times.  Windows has done the 
same thing, but they had to keep their old 
USB stack and a lot of their old codes in 
order to work for those old drivers.  So their 
maintenance burden goes up over time while 
ours doesn't.”

-- Greg Kroah-Hartman



  

5: Long-term view

Corollary: user-space ABI additions will be 
scrutinized closely

They have to be supported forever!



  

6: No regressions

...not even to fix other problems

“So we don't fix bugs by introducing new 
problems.  That way lies madness, and 
nobody ever knows if you actually make any 
real progress at all.  Is it two steps forwards, 
one step back, or one step forward and two 
steps back?”

--Linus Torvalds



  

7: Code talks

“Talk about high level designs rarely gets any 
traction, and often goes nowhere.  Give us 
an example implementation so there is 
something concrete for us to sink our teeth 
into.”

-- David Miller



  

8: No ownership of code

Free software means giving up control.



  

9: Developers are individuals

...separate from their employers



  

10: Kernel development should be 
fun



  

Mechanics

(aka A Patch's Progress)



  

How patches get into the kernel

...a discussion of the process by which 
kernel decisions are made.



  

Once upon a time

The process worked like this:
1 Write a patch
2 Email it to Linus
3 Wait for a development kernel release
4 Look for your patch in the code



  

Once upon a time

The process worked like this:
1 Write a patch
2 Email it to Linus
3 Wait for a development kernel release
4 Look for your patch in the code
5 Goto 2



  

A few minor difficulties...

Developer frustration
Linus burnout episodes
Dropped patches
Unpredictable releases



  

Over time...

“Lieutenants” started herding patches
-ac tree

The tools got better
Linus's inbox -> BitKeeper -> git

The process became more disciplined



  

How it works now

1 Initial idea and discussion
2 Implementation / first post
3 Review and revision
4 Entry into subsystem tree/linux-next
5 Merging into mainline
6 Stable release
7 Distribution releases

(With frequent “goto 3” steps)



  

Many bad experiences and failures 
result from a lack of understanding 
this process (or willingness to work 
with it).



  

1: The initial idea

No code yet

Tell people what you have in mind
But don't be surprised if you hear little back.



  

What if it's secret?

Does it have to be secret?

Do you have community experience in house?
Ask them about it

Consider bringing in a consultant



  

Example: the vmxnet3 “Network Plugin 
Architecture”



  

2: Implementation / first post



  

Post early

Do not wait until it's “done.”



  

Patch organization

Work should be broken into small, reviewable 
pieces

One logical change in each



  

“Logical change”

What's a logical change
Fix a bug
Improve coding style
Add a driver
Change an API and its users
...



  

“Logical change”

What's not a logical change?
Your current CMS history



  

Yes...

...that means you need to go through your 
changes and make an entirely new patch series 
from them.



  

While you are at it

The kernel must build and run after each step in 
the series.

i.e. “maintain bisectability”



  

Don't overdo it

Lots of trivial tweaks can be combined into one 
patch.



  

Changelogs

Changelog patches properly
...or Andrew Morton will grump at you

Requirements:
One-line description
Detailed description
Signoff and tags



  

viafb: Add the viafb video capture driver
    
Add a driver for the video capture port on VIA integrated 
chipsets.  This version has a remaining OLPCism or two and 
expects to be talking to an ov7670; those can be improved 
as the need arises.
    
This work was supported by the One Laptop Per Child 
project.
    
Acked-by: Mauro Carvalho Chehab <mchehab@redhat.com>
Signed-off-by: Jonathan Corbet <corbet@lwn.net>



  

Single-line description

Subsys: what the patch does

Often people will see only this line; it should be 
enough to know what is going on.



  

The full description

What does the patch do?
How does it do it?
How do we know it works?



  

Full description

Performance change?
Include the benchmarks

Bug fix?
Include messages if applicable
Bug number(s)

User-space ABI changes?
Note and document them



  

The signoff

Signed-off-by: is your declaration that the patch 
can be merged into the kernel.



  

Signed-off-by

Developer's Certificate of Origin 1.1

By making a contribution to this project, I certify that:

(a) The contribution was created in whole or in part by me  
    and I have the right to submit it under the open source 
    license indicated in the file; or

(b) The contribution is based upon previous work that, to   
    the best of my knowledge, is covered under an     
    appropriate open source license and I have the right   
    under that license to submit that work with  
    modifications, whether created in whole or in part
    by me, under the same open source license (unless I am
    permitted to submit under a different license), as      
    indicated in the file; or  



  

DCO part 2

(c) The contribution was provided directly to me by some   
    other person who certified (a), (b) or (c) and I have 
    not modified it.

(d) I understand and agree that this project and the 
    contribution are public and that a record of the  
    contribution (including all personal information I 
    submit with it, including my sign-off) is maintained 
    indefinitely and may be redistributed consistent with
    this project or the open source license(s) involved.  



  

Patches will not be merged without an appropriate 
signoff.



  

Other tags

Cc:

The named developer was copied on a patch 
posting.

Acked-by:

The named developer agrees to the merging 
of this patch.



  

Other tags

Reviewed-by:

The named developer has reviewed the 
patch and found it suitable for merging.

Reported-by:
Tested-by:

Give credit to those who report bugs and test 
patches.



  

Intro post

In front of a multi-patch series

What is the point of the series as a whole?

Include shortlog, diffstat output

The intro does not go into the commit history.



  

Send the set to the right places

Patches posted as replies to the intro

“git send-email” works nicely



  



  

Who to send to?

Anybody who may have an interest
The subsystem maintainer(s)
Others who have worked in the area
People who have offered comments
...

General rule of thumb: be inclusive



  

Finding maintainers

Where to look:
The MAINTAINERS file
Comments in the code
The git history

Useful tool:
scripts/get_maintainer.pl



  

Finally...

Send to your self first
Make sure the result still applies
Mozilla, gmail tend to be problematic

Send patches inline
Not as attachments



  

3: Review and revision

Where patches are made ready for merging
...also where things often go wrong



  

The review process

People will ask for changes
No code is ever perfect
It's human nature to find something

You must be able to make changes
Internal processes should reflect this



  

Reviewers

Are in short supply
Do a thankless job
Can be grumpy
May seem obstructive

Are trying to keep Linux vital 
and strong.



  

Dealing with reviewers

Thank them!

Respond to their comments
“Thanks, I'll fix that”
Or: why you think it is correct now

Actually fix things that need fixing



  

When responding

Try not to get grumpy in return

Do not question their motives

Do not ignore criticisms



  

For example, don't do this:

“This is just a Red Hat bureaucratic excuse 
to delay reiserfs.”

-- Hans Reiser, June, 2000



  

When reposting patches

Cc reviewers who have commented

Say what you did
“All review comments have been addressed” - if it's 
true

Mention anything else that has changed
Don't make them start from the beginning



  

Acked-by tags

Needed if your patch
Touches files “owned” by others
Reaches across subsystems



  

viafb: Add the viafb video capture driver
    
Add a driver for the video capture port on VIA integrated 
chipsets.  This version has a remaining OLPCism or two and 
expects to be talking to an ov7670; those can be improved 
as the need arises.
    
This work was supported by the One Laptop Per Child 
project.
    
Acked-by: Mauro Carvalho Chehab <mchehab@redhat.com>
Signed-off-by: Jonathan Corbet <corbet@lwn.net>



  

Other tags

Add Cc: tags as appropriate

Add Reported-by: for specific bug fixes

Only add Tested-by: or Reviewed-by: if offered by 
the person involved.

Cc anybody whose name appears in a tag.



  

Requests for major changes

“Please make a new mid-layer to handle this for 
your driver and the other three as well.”

A known process problem
Such requests can usually be gotten around.



  

The staging tree

A home for substandard drivers

Not an ideal solution
“The crap tree”
Less likely to be picked up by distributors

But it can work if all else fails



  

Staging rules

The code must compile

Must have a TODO file
Steps to take to move out of staging

Must have ongoing developer interest
Otherwise it will be kicked out again



  

One other thing

“One of the things that is hard for people who 
aren't regular denizens of LKML is to 
understand whose comments can be 
ignored.”

-- Ted Ts'o

The kernel lists attract some loudmouths
(But fewer than one might expect)

When in doubt, ask somebody you trust.



  

4: Subsystem trees / linux-next

Subsystem maintainers
...serve as the gatekeeper for specific areas of kernel 
code.



  

Most active subsystem maintainers

David Miller (Networking)
John Linville (Wireless networking)
Greg Kroah-Hartman (USB, staging)
Ingo Molnar (x86, core)
Andrew Morton (All over)
Mauro Chehab (Video4Linux)
James Bottomley (SCSI)
Dave Airlie (Graphics)
Len Brown (ACPI)



  

Note

These are the people you have to convince to 
merge your patch

Linus is rarely involved at this level



  

What if there is no subsystem 
maintainer?

There are always unmaintained subsystems in the 
kernel

Options:
Become the maintainer
Send patches through Andrew Morton



  

Subsystem tree

A (usually) git repository 
containing patches approved 
for merging

Where patches go after the 
(successful) conclusion of the 
review process.



  

Conflicts

Your work might conflict with another's work in this 
subsystem.

The maintainer may ask for the patch to be 
rebased against the subsystem tree.



  

linux-next

An integration point for subsystem trees
120+ trees, currently

Contains changes for the next development cycle

Where inter-subsystem conflicts are found and 
fixed.



  

Every day

The mainline tree is pulled
Each subsystem tree is merged on top

Conflicts fixed
Build and boot tests run

The result is released as linux-next

Thus: a highly volatile environment
Hard to work against



  

Breaking linux-next

Your patch might break linux-next
Some sort of conflict
Build failures
...

You'll get a cheery note from Stephen
Respond quickly

You may get bug reports from others too



  

Bear in mind

linux-next != mainline

Being in linux-next does not guarantee mainline 
inclusion

but the chances are good



  

5: Mainline inclusion

Mainline = Linus's kernel
“The” Linux kernel



  

The mainline cycle



  

Merge window



  

The merge window

New features are only accepted during the merge 
window

Usually

Only fixes thereafter
Only serious fixes for late -rc's



  

“I'm going to go postal on the next maintainer 
who doesn't understand what “merge 
window” and “fixes only” means.”

--Linus Torvalds



  



  

The merge window

Starts after the 2.6.x release

Maintainers send pull requests

Linus merges like crazy
~1000 patches/day

Eventually 2.6.n+1-rc1 is released
Merge window closes again



  

Merge window preparation

Takes time!

Maintainers want patches well before the merge 
window opens

Late patches will make them grumpy
...and may have to wait a cycle



  

After your patch is merged

You may get bug reports
Respond quickly

You may get regression reports
Respond instantly



  

“Regressions are serious, top-priority 
emergencies.  We drop everything and run 
around with our hair on fire when we hear 
about one (don't we?).”

-- Andrew Morton



  

Regressions

Regressions must be fixed
Or the patch will be reverted



  

Fixes from others

Others may send fixes or improvements to your 
code

Congratulations, you are now a maintainer

Review them and:
Merge them yourself
Supply an Acked-by line
Explain why the change should not be merged.



  

6: Stable release

Finally your code is in a stable release

We're still not quite done...



  

Stable updates

The -stable tree is maintained by Greg Kroah-
Hartman

Contains important fixes to stable releases

Maintained for 3-6 months - sometimes more.



  

Stable rules

Only fixes for serious bugs
Crashes
Security issues
...

Fixes must be in mainline first
Will want to see commit ID



  

Sending patches to -stable

Email to stable@kernel.org
Include mainline commit ID
Good changelog is essential

Add a tag to the mainline commit:
Cc: stable@kernel.org
-stable will pick it up automatically



  

7: Distributor kernels

Distributors do not ship mainline kernels

Usually something older
Plus their specific patches
Plus fixes for more bugs
Plus random weird stuff



  

Getting into distributions

Wait for them to move to current kernels
Months for community distributions
Years for “enterprise” distributions

Distributions will sometimes backport drivers
Convince them their customers want it



  

Finally...

Time to start something new!

(questions?)
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